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BERLIN: A woman poses with a can of cat food in front of the Reichstag  building, host of the German Federal Parliament,
in Berlin, yesterday to protest against the German policy on Greece. The text on the poster reads ‘thank you for poverty
Mr Schaeuble’.— AP

BERLIN: As the Greek debt drama careers toward a dangerous cli-
max, the mood in Germany has deteriorated to the point where a
slight majority now believes Athens should leave the euro-zone.

Five years into the crisis, opinion polls, newspaper headlines
and politicians’ barbs reflect a growing exasperation with the
government of leftist Prime Minister Alexis Tsipras and its hard-
ball negotiating tactics.

With the clock ticking and no deal in sight between Athens
and its EU-IMF creditors, many voters in Europe’s biggest econo-
my and effective paymaster think it is time to cut Greece loose
from the 19-member currency union.

“They never should have entered the euro-zone,” said Berlin
pensioner Bernd Tuerck, 67, recalling that Greece’s entry was
based on flawed economic data. Although he doesn’t believe
German Chancellor Angela Merkel or the European Union will
allow a “Grexit” to happen now, he said: “I am scared for my chil-
dren and grandchildren who will have to finance that country”.

Cologne businesswoman Nicole Baumann, 55, said it annoyed
her that Greece would not cut pensions while many elderly
Germans scrape by on little money and added: “I think the Greeks
should be kicked out of the euro and get no more aid.”

A poll last week showed that 51 percent of respondents
believe Greece should leave the euro, a near 20-percent jump
since Tsipras’s hard-left party took power early this year in reces-
sion-weary Greece. This compared to 46 percent in a French poll
who backed a ‘Grexit’, and 42 percent who favoured a Greek EU
exit in an Italian survey.

“The German people are losing patience with the Greek posi-
tion,” said Matthias Jung of the institute that conducted the poll
for public broadcaster ZDF, noting “a steady trend since the start
of the year”.

Some 70 percent now oppose any further concessions, which
they see as caving in to Greek “blackmail”, he said. Nonetheless,
Jung said, the poll also shows Germans regard a euro-zone
breakup as “a scenario to be avoided at all cost”.

Merkel has stressed she wants Greece to stay in the euro,
repeating mantra-like that “where there’s a will, there’s a way”.
But lawmaker Gunther Krichbaum from Merkel’s conservative
party told foreign journalists Thursday that “many in the popula-
tion-and this is not just a German phenomenon-are saying, it’s
enough, we have already shown great solidarity.

“There have been a lot of provocations from Athens, especially
towards Germany. People see things very emotionally.”

‘Bottomless pit’ 
Merkel has been Europe’s leading voice preaching austerity

and tough reforms in return for bailout cash-a position that has
seen her caricatured in Nazi garb in Greece, but gone down well
with German voters worried about public finances.

Daniela Schwarzer, of think-tank the German Marshall Fund of
the United States, said that in past years “taboos were broken
about ‘Nazi Germany’ and ‘lazy Greek pensioners’, but still
German public opinion didn’t turn completely hostile toward
Greece”. The mood had now taken a turn for the worse, she said,
because many Germans “no longer believe that this country
wants to, or can, play by the jointly agreed rules and objectives”.

“There is also a huge degree of disillusionment and frustration
with the public criticism of Germany coming out of Greece.” Even
the centre-left Vice Chancellor Sigmar Gabriel, so far sympathetic
with debt-wracked Greece, has tapped into the shifting mood.

“All over Europe there is a growing sentiment: Enough!” he
wrote in the mass-market Bild daily, accusing Athens of being
“just about to gamble away the future of their country-and that of
Europe as well”. 

The tabloid style Bild has itself campaigned against the Tsipras
government, claiming it is squandering German taxpayers’ mon-
ey into a “bottomless pit”. In February it published full-page
“Nein” posters objecting to more help for Greece, which it urged
its readers to hold up before cameras. News website Spiegel
Online’s columnist Jakob Augstein argued  that Merkel has pan-
dered to the sentiment that “greedy Greeks are trying to grab
German money”. 

“That’s the only way the euro crisis is now being talked about
in this country,” wrote Augstein. Schwarzer said the crisis high-
lights a gulf between a German rules-based approach and the
Greek position that creditors’ austerity demands “are completely
unfair because they feel they are carrying all the burden”. “The
Greeks find it illegitimate that you get detailed plans imposed on
your economic and budgetary policy, and the Germans find it ille-
gitimate if a country doesn’t govern by the rules,” she told AFP.
“They are very different notions of what is good economic and
fiscal policy, and of what is legitimate or not legitimate.”  — AFP

German public mood
darkens on Greece

Many think it’s time to cut Greece loose from EU

LISBON: Europeans in countries which adopted unpopular aus-
terity measures to overcome the recent financial crisis are start-
ing to reap the rewards, even if times are still hard for many and
numerous factors are playing a role in the recovery.

Spain has one of the fastest-growing economies in the
European Union. Ireland, a model student in the lessons of aus-
terity, has slashed unemployment nearly in half in the past three
years.  And even Portugal, one of the worst-hit of the crisis coun-
tries, is showing tentative green shoots of economic growth.
With the government in Athens rebelling against austerity, some
people see Greece as trying to duck out of its commitments and
dodge the pain that others went through. Here is a look at senti-
ment among people in three of the euro-zone’s hardest-hit
countries:

SPAIN
Gone are the almost daily protests from Spanish streets when

hundreds of thousands of people voiced their anger over cut-
backs and soaring unemployment in recent years. But don’t be
fooled - Spaniards are by no means jumping with joy at the way
things have turned out.

“People are not happy, simply more resigned. We’re more
used to the situation now than when the crisis erupted,” said
Stefania Gracia, a children’s television programmer. “I have the
impression that things are improving but there is still a long way
to go because things are bad, a lot of people are going through
bad times.”

The European Union’s fifth-largest economy, Spain was bat-
tered when the country’s construction bubble burst after the
global financial crisis of 2008, leaving banks saddled with bad
loans. Spain emerged from a double-dip recession only at the
end of 2013.

Spain avoided having to seek a full-blown bailout but it was
forced by its European Union partners and the International
Monetary Fund to adopt painful measures. Those included deep
cuts in health and education, tax increases, wage freezes, and
reforms that made it easier to hire and fire.

The country, however, is on the rebound. The economy has
grown for the past seven quarters and is among the fastest-
growing in the EU at an expected 3.1 percent this year, accord-
ing to the IMF. It is also among those creating most jobs -
500,000 over the last year, following labor reforms. 

That compares with Italy, which shunned austerity, and
whose economy is forecast by the national statistics agency to
grow just 0.7 percent this year, with unemployment edging
down from 12.7 percent  to 12.5 percent despite reformist
Premier Matteo Renzi’s ambitious “Jobs Act.”

That said, Spain’s unemployment rate is still at a staggering
24 percent - and more than double that for people under age 25.

“Spain hasn’t done a bad job, it has fulfilled its commitments
and that, compared to Greece, give its more credibility,” said per-
sonal trainer Magda Barcelo. “It’s seen as having lived up to its
pledges while Greece has created more uncertainty among for-
eign investors because they have confronted them a lot.”

Sales company businessman Miguel Arcero agreed. “The
economy is getting better thanks to the government, Spanish
businesses and the effort Spaniards have made. Spain has done
things correctly, Greece hasn’t. Greece, if it doesn’t pay, they
should take it out of the euro,” he said.

IRELAND
Weak regulation of banks that overheated during a decade-

long property boom and then almost collapsed forced Ireland to
request a 67.5 billion euro ($76 billion) international rescue loan
in 2010.

In return, Dublin had to roll back some of the salary hikes and
welfare rights that proliferated when times were good - the so-
called Celtic Tiger years. The Irish went along with austerity, rec-
ognizing their economy had lost its way.

Dermot Coughlan, a car salesman on Dublin’s north side, said
“we suffered, my taxes went up and my holidays went down,
but as a nation we felt like we deserved it.”

Breaking off from washing one of the used cars at his street-
side dealership, Coughlan said Ireland’s problems were no less
difficult than Greece’s, “but we took it hard on the chin, we
didn’t riot in the streets, and eventually the money started flow-
ing in again.” Ireland is now widely regarded as a poster boy for
austerity. The country is forecast this year to post the strongest
economic growth in the 28-nation EU, with a 4.6 percent expan-
sion.  Unemployment, which peaked at 15 percent in 2012, is
expected to fall to 8.6 percent by the end of this year. — AP

Crisis-hit Europeans: 
Greece must knuckle 
down like they did


